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Lift easy with



PRILIFT is a vacuum lifting system based on the principles of the TUBE lift construction. It is the 
simple solution that both holds and lifts with the same vacuum. This gives a very smooth and flex-
ible lifting movement, a lifting aid which is very compliant, effective and user friendly.

PRILIFT has great economic advantages – a robust and well-proven design, few movable parts, 
easy to use and understand, needs minimal maintenance and is durable. Ergonomically designed 
and with a well thought through technology, we would say that PRILIFT lifts the user experience 
to new levels! 

PRILIFT MAKES HEAVY LIFTS EASY!

The lifting TUBE diameter determines the lifting  
capacity. PRILIFT comes in diameters ranging from 
50mm to 300mm (2-12”) (lifting capacity 3-220kg (6,5-
485lbs)) Suction cups/tools can be made for lifting  
almost anything. 

Vacuum supply hose

Lifting unit
Vacuum pump unit

Lifting TUBE

Sack handling Can handling Sheet metal handlingCarton handling

Examples on what can be lifted:
Sacks, cans, cartons, steel sheets, drums, doors, windows, appliances, furniture, crates, 
paving stone, wall stone, planks, wooden panels, bottles, wheels, pallets etc.

Example on industries:
Construction-, manufacturing-, logistic, warehouse-, automotive-, packaging-, assembly industries. 
In other words, anywhere there is need for lifting and material handling.

Filter



Pritec Vaculyft are specialists in lifting and material handling technology and have been in  
business since 1987. The TUBE lift is a Swedish invention and the owners of Pritec Vaculyft have 
been employed at the inventors company in the early -80s. Pritec Vaculyft has wide knowledge and 
experience in terms of vacuum handling and especially with the TUBE lifters. PRILIFT is manufactu-
red in Sweden in a modern production environment with ergonomy and sustainability in focus.

Knowledgeable and experienced staff work hard to produce products of high quality with proven 
economic and ergonomic advantages for the customer.

PRILIFT is CE marked and follows the machine directive 2006/42/EG as well as American stan-
dards according to OSHA and ASME.

Pritec Vaculyft is certified according to ISO 9001:2008 and 14001:2004.

Jib cranes pillar/wall mounted or mobile.

Floor mounted overhead craneCeiling mounted overhead crane

Articulated cranes pillar/wall mounted 
or mobile.

Mobile installations.

Example on installations:
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Vacuum pumps in great variety; 
diesel, petrol, hydraulic, electric, 
air pressure in sizes from  
20-400 m³/hour.

Lifting tubes 50-300mm (2-12”). 
From 3-220kg (6,5-485lbs).

Vacuum hoses from 12-76mm 
(0,5-3”).

Gaskets to tools. Spare parts and accessories.

Sound absorbing boxes and 
weather protection covers.

Suction cups/tools in many dif-
ferent designs. Standard or 
custom made. 

Extended handles, fixed or flex-
ible. 

Please visit our home page 
for more information, 

www.pritec.se or contact 
our sales support at 

+46 300 543 543


